“A great night of theater!
Many beautiful moments of drama and humor.”

“A very new and moving portrait of Japan and America over the last 150 years.”

MARY SANO DANCE COLLABORATIONS PRESENTS

SHIP OF DREAMS: Kanrin Maru

150 Years of Hope, Struggle, and Friendship

December 5, 2010
Brava Theater
San Francisco
**Ship of Dreams:**

**Kanrin Maru**

**150 Years of Hope, Struggle, and Friendship**

World premiere of an evening length dance/theater production with live music, acting, and dance interwoven to tell the historical tale and contemporary significance of the Kanrin Maru voyage, which brought the first Japanese emissaries to the US in 1860.

**December 5 (Sun), 2010, 7pm**

**Brava Theater, San Francisco**  (2781 24th St. @ York St.)

**Tickets: Brava Theater Box Office**

(415) 647-2822  www.brava.org  $22 general, $18 student, $28 at the door

**Dancers:**
Mary Sano and her Duncan Dancers (Monique Goldwater, Amber Held, Junko Sodeyama) with Mayuko Hosoai, Ayana Yonesaka, and more

**Actors:**
Scott Cox, Jean Franco, Ryo Harada, Bruce Kaplan, Kento Murayama, Todd Nakagawa, Grey Wolf

**Musicians:**
Tony Chapman  Piano/Composition
Shoko Hikage  Koto
Sung Choi  Cello
Hideo  Bamboo/Noh Flute
Dennis Banks  Native American Drum/Voice

Written by Paul Heller and Tony Sano
Directed by Mina Morita and Mary Sano

For more info
www.duncandance.org
415-357-1817
info@duncandance.org